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Move to add agenda item for corrections fails vote  
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Two La Mesa officials want a way to publicly rebut media coverage they say is inaccurate, but their bid to 
make it part of council meetings failed this week.  
Mayor Art Madrid and council member Mark Arapostathis presented the proposal, which sought to add a 
council agenda item called "Set the Record Straight." Council members would have been able to bring 
"any item they deem inaccurate or that misrepresents the facts." City officials would have a chance to 
"factually respond" during that portion of the meeting. Members of the news media would have been 
invited to meetings to clarify or support their statements.  
The council rejected the idea when only two of the five members -- Madrid and Arapostathis -- voted to 
support it Tuesday night.  
Madrid said he felt it was the council's responsibility to correct inaccurate information about the city in the 
public domain.  
"You can't make outrageous statements or gross misrepresentations without consequences," he said.  
But Councilman Dave Allan, who voted against the proposal along with Councilman Ernest Ewin and 
Councilwoman Ruth Sterling, asked why the city couldn't issue a news release or use other methods 
already in place to correct mistakes. Council members and top city officials have opportunities during 
each meeting to address topics of their choosing, and they occasionally bring up media coverage.  
Arapostathis cautioned that he didn't want the measure to be seen as a way to punish or target anyone.  
"It should be a method to remain transparent," Arapostathis said. "I don't think it should be a way for a 
council member, any council member, to use it as a political ploy or a wedge."  
This isn't the first time Madrid has tried to influence public comment. In 2006, he asked the city attorney to 
send a letter to resident Chris Tanner, accusing him of defaming council members during a meeting, 
when Tanner hinted the city might be cozy with developers.  
The letter asked for a public retraction and an apology, and threatened to sue him. The council later 
retracted the letter.  
Some government ethics and public access experts say if it's done properly, adding an agenda item like 
the one proposed could be a good way to foster public discourse and encourage accurate media 
coverage.  
"I think it would actually be encouraging reporters to get the facts straight, and in a sense it might even 
enhance the reports," said Bob Stern, a government ethicist. But he added there was a potential for 
reporters to feel intimidated and for the discussions with the news media at council meetings to be "one-
sided."  
Peter Scheer, executive director of the nonprofit California First Amendment Coalition, said he, too, 
thought adding such an item could trigger healthy public dialogue. Inviting reporters to meetings to 
discuss their coverage is highly unusual, he said.  
"It will be fine as long as the participation of the press is completely voluntary and uncoerced," Scheer 
said.  
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